
T3 Dialer - Headset Telephone for Offices and Call Centers. Full range of headsets to choose from.
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®Accutone  is proud to introduce the perfect headset solution for small offices and 
call centers - T3 Dialer Headset Telephone. A simple yet durable design, T3 is 
basically a telephone terminal designed to pair with a headset instead of a 
handset. Powered by AMS IC chipset, T3 provides high-quality voice reception as 
well as automatic line-loss compensation. Other features include ASP protection, 
3-levels flash selection, LED-indication, mute and vol controls.

®T3 is compatible with a wide variety of Accutone  telephone headsets, which are 
considered the most comprehensive selections in the industry, in terms of 
feature, reliability and audio quality. Equipped with speech-enhanced receiver and 
noise-cancelling microphone, pairing our headset with T3 greatly improves the 
quality of your telephone conversations, on top of handsfree convenience. 

T3 Dialer headset telephone directly connectes to any standard PSTN wall-jack.
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*For information of other models of telephone headset, please log on to www.accutone.com to download manual.

T3 - Features Overview

T3 Headset
Telephone

HEADSET TELEPHONE COMPLETE SOLUTION.
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Convenience One-stop solution with telephone unit and headset

Dialpad Soft rubber keys with flash, mute and redial features

Acoustics Top end sound performance using AMS IC chipset

Ease of Mind LED indications for on-line and mute status   

Noise-Cancelling Perfect product for high-traffic noisy environments 

Reliability Automatic line-loss compensation to avoid drop calls

Durable Strong mechanical structure designed for rough usage

Directly connect to PSTN wall-jack.
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